Population protocols are a distributed model focused on simplicity and robustness. A system of n identical nodes (finite state machines) must perform a global task like electing a unique leader or determining the majority opinion when each node has one of two opinions. Nodes communicate in pairwise interactions. Communication partners cannot be chosen but are assigned randomly. Quality is measured in two ways: the number of interactions and the number of states per node.
Introduction
In this paper we consider majority and leader election in the probabilistic population model. Both problems are fundamental problems in distributed computing. For example, leader election is frequently used as a symmetry breaking strategy, enabling the coordination of more complex protocols. The majority problem is defined as follows: There are n agents, each with one of two opinions, say A and B. The goal is to agree on the opinion with the largest support. In the leader election problem, n agents start in an identical state and one seeks to let exactly one agent reach a designated leader state. The population model was introduced in [6] as a model to explore the computational power of resource-limited mobile agents. Agents are modeled by finite-state machines. In every step a pair of agents is chosen uniformly at random, observe each other's state, and perform a deterministic state transition. This is called an interaction. States are mapped to outputs by a problem-dependent output function. For example, in the case of leader election a possible output can be "leader" or "non-leader". A system is called stable if no possible future state transition can change the agents' output.
Another defining feature of the population model is uniformity, in the sense that agents which are in the same state are indistinguishable and a single algorithm is designed to work for populations of any size. Due to the simplicity of transition-based algorithms and the uniformity, the model is well suited to model real-world systems that consist of many but comparatively simple agents, like a flock of birds or large sensor networks aggregating information (count, sum, average, extrema, median, or histogram) . In both scenarios the computational power of the agents is bounded and the algorithms should not depend on the number of agents.
The quality of a population protocol is measured in terms of the number of interactions and states per agent required to "successfully compute" the desired output. The number of interactions is sometimes expressed in parallel time, which divides the number of interactions by n to account for the "inherent parallelism" of the system. In order to avoid confusion, we stick to the actual number of interactions throughout the paper.
There are several definitions of what is conceived as a "successful computation". A typical requirement is that the system must, eventually, reach a stable state with correct output. However, runtime notions differ in when this strict guarantee must be achieved. A natural but strict definition is to measure the number t of interactions after which, with high probability 2 , the system is in such a stable, correct state. This notion is used in most recent publications, especially for lower bounds (cf. Section 1.1). Another definition considers the number of interactions t after which, with high probability, the system always gives the correct output except for a negligible probability of temporary divergence. The former runtime notion is typically referred to as stabilization and the latter is typically called convergence (see Section 2).
One may wonder what the advantage in measuring the convergence time instead of the stabilization time may be. In [10] the authors introduce a hybrid protocol that combines a "fast" protocol that might never converge to the correct answer with a "slow" one that stabilizes at the correct answer. The hybrid protocol switches its output from the inaccurate but fast protocol to that of the slow protocol when it is likely that the slow protocol has finished. And therein lies the crux: without further safeguards, it is possible, although with only negligible probability, that a correct output reached by the fast protocol at time t is Θ (s + log log n) states (Theorem 8). The other one stabilizes with high probability in T interactions but uses Θ (s · log n/log s) states (Theorem 7). b) We adapt the stabilizing majority protocol above such that it becomes uniform. The transformed protocol has the same guarantee for the stabilization time and uses, with high probability, O (s log n log log n/log s) states (Theorem 11). c) For leader election we present a hybrid protocol that stabilizes with high probability in O(n · (log n) 2 /log s) interactions and uses Θ (s + log log n) states (Theorem 9).
For a constant s, our majority results underline an important difference between stabilization and convergence: while our upper bound of O (log n) states is asymptotically tight for any protocol that stabilizes with high probability in a subquadratic number of interactions [4] , our upper bound of O (log log n) states bypasses this lower bound if one considers convergence instead of stabilization.
For s = log log n, our majority protocols converge / stabilize with high probability in O(n · (log n) 2 /log log log n) interactions. Together with [11] , these are the first majority protocols with O (polylog n) states that work in o(n · (log n) 2 ) interactions.
For s = log log n, our leader election protocol improves upon [16] . While both protocols use O (log log n) states, our protocol stabilizes with high probability in O(n·(log n) 2 /log log log n)
interactions (instead of O(n · (log n) 2 )). As above for majority, this is the first protocol with O (polylog n) states that requires with high probability strictly less than O(n · (log n) 2 )
interactions, answering an open question from [16] . An import ingredient for our result is an improvement to the phase clock from [16] , a distributed synchronization mechanism for population protocols. While this phase clock itself requires just constant states, it is driven by a junta of n agents (for a constant ∈ [0, 1)). Selecting this junta requires Θ (log log n) states. By a careful change to the junta internals and the interplay between the junta and the phase clocks, we not only simplify the protocol but allow agents to recycle the states that were used to select the junta. See Section 3.2 for a detailed explanation.
Related Literature
This literature overview concentrates on results in the population model. The original population model was introduced by Angluin et al. [5, 6] , assuming that the number of states per agent is constant. Together with Angluin et al. [7, 8] , their results show that semilinear predicates (like parity or majority) are stably computable in this model. Subsequent results focused on quantifying the runtime and state requirements for specific problems, in particular majority and leader election, and on generalizing the model.
All results in the following overview are given in number of interactions (instead of in parallel time, which is the number of interactions divided by n). Bear in mind that original sources may state bounds in parallel time only.
Majority. In majority, n agents start in one of two states (opinions) and seek to determine which opinion has the larger support. Angluin et al.
[9] present a protocol with three states and show that, with high probability, the agents agree on the majority after O (n log n) interactions if the initial difference between both opinions (the absolute bias α) is ω ( √ n log n). Mertzios et al. [17] show that, if agents are required to succeed with probability 1, at least four states are necessary. They also provide a four state protocol that stabilizes with high probability in O n 2 log n interactions. The same four state protocol was independently (and earlier) studied by Draief and Vojnovic [15] , who proved similar results. Alistarh et al.
[2] show a lower bound of Ω n 2 /α on the expected interactions for any four state protocol. For any number of states, they show a lower bound of Ω (n log n) expected interactions.
Mocquard et al. [18] consider the population model but using a super-constant number of states per agent. They present a protocol that calculates α with high probability in O (n log n) interactions and requires O n 3/2 states. Alistarh et al. [3] show rather general lower bounds for population protocols with certain, natural monotonicity properties. For majority, their bound states that protocols with less than (log log n)/2 states require Ω n 2 /polylog(n) interactions in expectation in order to stabilize. Alistarh et al. [4] improve this lower bound for majority: Any protocol that solves majority and stabilizes in n 2−Ω(1) expected interactions requires Ω (log n) states.
A recent series [2-4, 13] of papers showed upper bounds. The currently best result is due to Alistarh et al. [4] , who present a protocol that stabilizes with high probability in O(n·(log n)
2 )
interactions and requires O (log n) states. Alistarh et al.
[2] present a trade-off result of similar nature to ours. For a parameter m ≤ n, their algorithm uses s = m + O (log n · log m) states and stabilizes with high probability in O(
In a recent, still unpublished result [11], we present a population protocol for majority that stabilizes in O(n · (log n) 5/3 ) interactions, both in expectation and with high probability, and that uses Θ (log n) states.
Leader Election. In leader election, n identical agents seek a state were exactly one of them is in a designated leader state. Doty and Soloveichik [14] show that any population protocol with a constant number of states that stably elects a leader with probability 1 requires Ω n 2 expected interactions; a bound which is matched by a natural two state protocol.
Upper bounds for protocols with a non-constant number of states per agent were presented in [1, 3, 4, 12, 13, 16] . The currently best result is due to Gasieniec and Stachowiak [16] . They present a leader election protocol that stabilizes with high probability in O(n · (log n)
interactions and requires O(log log n) states, asymptotically matching a corresponding lower bound on the number of states for protocols stabilizing in O n 2 /polylog n interactions [3] . Their protocol is based on a uniform protocol which, with high probability, correctly identifies a designated leader after O(n · (log n)
2 ) interactions. The protocol first chooses a junta of size n for constant ∈ [0, 1], which is then used to implement a phase clock to synchronize the agents. Depending on the considered problem, nodes try to reach and stay in a set of target configurations. In general, it is not required that any node is aware that a target configuration has been reached. We specify the target configuration via an output function of the form s → o that maps a state s to a (problem specific) output value o. We are interested in population protocols for the following problems:
Leader Election In leader election, all nodes start in the same initial state. We seek a configuration in which exactly one node is in a designated leader state and all others are in a non-leader state. The output function maps each state s to an output o ∈ { Follower, Leader }. Target configurations are all configurations in which the state of exactly one node is mapped to
Leader. Majority In majority, nodes start in one of two different states (also called opinions). We seek a configuration in which all nodes correctly agree on the opinion with the initially larger support. The absolute bias α is the absolute difference between the initial number of supporters for each opinion. The output function maps each state s to an output o ∈ { +1, −1 }, representing the two opinions. Target configurations are all configurations in which node states map all to +1 (if +1 was the initial majority) or map all to −1 (if −1 was the initial majority).
Protocol quality is measured in terms of the number of interactions and the number of states per node required to reach and stay in target configurations. There are two common ways to formalize what exactly is meant by "reach and stay": stabilization time and convergence time.
3
Convergence Time The convergence time T C of a protocol is the random variable that measures the number of interactions until the protocol has reached and remains in a target configuration. Stabilization Time We say a configuration c is stable if in any configuration c that is reachable (with any sequence of interactions) from c, each node has the same output as in c. The stabilization time T ST of a protocol is the random variable that measures the number of interactions until the protocol has reached a stable target configuration.
Clearly, T C ≤ T ST , since reaching a stable target configuration implies that, whatever future interactions may be, the system will always remain in a target configuration.
As bounds on the convergence and stabilization time are often given in probabilistic terms, one often additionally emphasizes if a protocol is always guaranteed to, eventually, reach a stable target configuration (i.e., T ST < ∞ holds with probability 1). Such protocols are called exact.
Most newer results, in particular [4, 16] , consider stabilization (for exact protocols). However, from a practical point of view, convergence provides similarly strong runtime guarantees while enabling more efficient protocols. Indeed, Theorem 8 shows that the lower bound on the number of states required by any majority protocol that stabilizes in n 2−Θ(1) interactions does not apply if one considers convergence instead.
Auxiliary Population Protocols
In this section we introduce a few auxiliary population protocols that are used as "subroutines" in our protocols. These protocols, or variants of them, are well known and have been used in other work on population protocols, as indicated below. We start with two comparatively simple primitives (one-way epidemic and load balancing). We will proceed to describe two more involved protocols (n -junta creation and phase clocks) which also require slight adaptions and rephrasing to fit into our setting.
One-way Epidemic. A one-way epidemic for n nodes is a population protocol with state space { 0, 1 } and transition function (x, y) → (x, max { x, y }). Nodes with value 0 are denoted as susceptible and nodes with value 1 as infected. We define the infection time T INF as the number of interactions required by a one-way epidemic starting with a single infected node to infect the whole population. The following upper and lower high-probability bounds on T INF have been shown in [10] . 
Load Balancing. We define a simple population protocol for load balancing over n nodes. The state space is { −m, −(m − 1), . . . , m − 1, m }, where m ∈ N is a positive integer (which may depend on n). We say a node in state x has load x. The transition function is (x, y) → (
). Let ∆(t) denote the discrepancy after t interactions, which is the difference between the maximum and minimum load among all nodes, and set ∆ := ∆(0). We define the load balancing time T LB as the number of interactions required to reduce the initial discrepancy to at most 2. The following folklore lemma provides an upper high-probability bound on T LB ; see also [19, 20] .
Lemma 2. For any constant a > 0, there exists a constant c > 0 such that we have
Junta Creation
The next protocol is a variant of a protocol from [16] that rapidly elects a junta of size O(n ) for a constant > 0. We first describe how the nodes can compute levels with a specific distribution and then proceed to show how these levels can be used to form a junta. For the level computation, the state of a node is a tuple of the form (l, a), where the level l ∈ N 0 is a counter and the activity bit a ∈ { 0, 1 } indicates whether a node is active or not. Initially, all nodes have l = 0 and a = 1.
To describe the transition function, we distinguish between a node's first interaction and any subsequent interaction. During its first interaction, a node u adopts state (1, 1) if it is the initiator and state (0, 0) if it is the responder (note that the initiator/responder assignment is random; we use this property to simulate coin tosses). During any following interaction, u changes its state only if it is still active (a = 1) and if it is the initiator of the interaction. In these cases, when interacting with a responder in state (l , a ), it updates its state as follows:
For l ∈ N 0 let B l denote the number of nodes that reach level at least l before becoming inactive. Let L * ∈ N ∪ { ∞ } be the maximum level reached by any node. We prove the following results:
Lemma 3. For any constant a > 0, with probability at least 1 −n −a the following properties hold: a) all nodes become inactive within O (n log n) interactions,
The only difference between the protocol in [16] and ours is how nodes behave in their first interaction. This deviation allows us to provide a lower bound on the maximum level L * . See Appendix B for the proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4.
It remains to specify how the level information can be used by other protocols to extract a junta. We describe two different variants, resulting in the junta protocols FormJunta (essentially equivalent to the junta protocol from [16] ) and FormJuntaExtended. The latter exploits the lower bound on L * , which not only allows for a simpler junta protocol but also enables nodes to, eventually, free up the Θ (log log n) states that were required to store the level.
FORMJUNTA:
Each node stores, additionally, a marker bit b and a spoiled bit s, both of which are initially 0. The marker bit indicates whether a node is assumed part of the junta or not. A node that just became inactive at a level l ≥ 1 sets b to 1. If an inactive node at level l ≥ 1 encounters a node on a higher level, it becomes spoiled: it sets s to 1, b to 0, and will from now on simply adopt the largest level during any interaction (not changing any of its other state values). If encountered by another node in the level calculation, a spoiled node is treated as if it were in state (0, 0), independently of its actual level counter l. FORMJUNTAEXTENDED: Each node stores, additionally, a marker bit b. A node sets its marker bit if it reaches level l * := log log n − 4. Inactive nodes below level l * enter state (0, 0) (forgetting their level value) when they encountered two nodes who had their marker bit set.
It is easy to see that changing arbitrary nodes that are not at the currently highest level to state (0, 0), as done in FormJunta, maintains the statements from Lemma 3 except for the lower bound on L * but does not maintain Lemma 4 (cf. the "spoiled Forming_junta" protocol in [16] ).
Phase Clock
The basis for the following phase clock protocol is due to [16] . It can be used by other population protocols to perform actions in a (probabilistic) synchronized way. It requires Θ (log log n) states to set up the phase clock, but as explained below, our changes to the phase clock and the underlying junta protocol allows us to recycle these states after the setup.
Let the state of a node be a tuple of the form (p, b) , where the phase p ∈ N 0 is a counter and the marker bit b ∈ { 0, 1 } indicates whether the node is marked. Initially, all nodes have phase p = 0 and n nodes have the marker bit set to 1, where ∈ [0, 1) is an arbitrary constant. We will explain below how to incorporate a junta protocol to generate the marked nodes, such that we can start with all marker bits set to 0. Also, for now we assume that p can represent arbitrarily large integers and explain later how to restrict p to a fixed range. The transition function is
Let m ∈ N be a suitable value (which follows from Lemma 5). Consider a node u with phase counter p after t interactions. We define the round R u (t) ∈ N 0 of node u after t interactions as R u (t) = p/m . For i ∈ N 0 , we say node u reached round i if p ≥ i · m. Let R Start (i) (start of round i) denote the interaction during which the last node reaches round i. Similarly, let R End (i) (end of round i) denote the interaction during which the first node reaches round i + 1.
In general, R Start (i) might be larger than R End (i). However, the next lemma states that for polynomial many rounds, the constant parameter m can be chosen such that nodes are well synchronized. It is a reformulation of [16, Theorem 3.1] to fit our setting and proofs. A brief proof sketch based on a technical lemma from [16] is given in Appendix C. 
For a paramter r ∈ N, we define the population protocol PhaseClock r as above but restrict the phase counter to p ∈ { 0, 1, . . . , r · m − 1 }. Arithmetic on the phase counter is performed modulo r · m.
Phase Clock Interface. Consider the first poly(n) many rounds. Lemma 5 implies that, with high probability, the rounds of any two nodes differ by at most 1. Thus, with high probability, even with r = 2, nodes will be able to distinguish whether they are in the same or in different rounds, but not who is in a later round or what their exact round number is. For r = 3, nodes can, with high probability, additionally determine who is in the later round. Note that before experiencing their first overflow, nodes know precisely what round they are in. This is also true for the first r rounds (think of r = polylog(n)).
We use the above observations to define an interface to PhaseClock r , which simplifies the usage of the phase clock in other population protocols.
For r ≥ 1, PhaseClock r supports the following function calls, all correctly with probability 1:
PhaseClock r (u, v) : Update the state of u according to the transition function. PCoverflowed(u): true iff u's phase counter overflowed at least once.
PCnewRound(u): true iff u entered a new round in its last phase counter update. PCmarked(u): true iff u's marker bit is set.
For r ≥ 2 and any constant a > 0, PhaseClock r supports the following function calls for poly(n) many rounds with probability 1 − n −a :
PCsameRound(u, v): true iff u is currently in the same round as v. PCdifferentRound(u, v) : true iff u is currently in a round different from v's.
For r ≥ 3 and any constant a > 0, PhaseClock r supports the following function calls for poly(n) many rounds with probability 1 − n −a :
PCsmallerRound(u, v): true iff u is currently in a smaller round than v. PClargerRound(u, v) : true iff u is currently in a larger round than v.
Junta & Size of the State Space. Our phase clock description assumes that, initially, exactly n nodes are marked, where ∈ [0, 1) is an arbitrary constant. We can use FormJuntaExtended to generate such marked nodes with high probability from n completely identical nodes in O (n · log n) interactions using 2 · log log n − 3 states. Since this junta generation fails only with arbitrarily small, inversely polynomial probability, the statement of Lemma 5 still holds. However, protocols using the phase clock should be aware that, with negligible probability, the phase clock might not run at all (no nodes were marked) or might run too fast (n 1−o(1) nodes were marked). Also, nodes can "recycle" the Θ (log log n) states required for the junta generation (i.e., forget the level counter) as soon as at least one node is marked, without affecting the guarantees of Lemma 5. Thus, any node u using the phase clock can simply overwrite the junta level as soon as PCnewRound(u) returns true (this implies the presence of at least one marked node). Apart from these recyclable states, the number of states required for
= O (r) .
Simple Majority with Phase Clocks
In this section we present and analyze ClockedMajority s,r , a population protocol for majority, parameterized by two values s and r. We will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6. Consider the majority problem for n nodes with initial absolute bias α ∈ N. Let s ∈ N \ { 1 } and r ∈ N \ { 1, 2 }. With high probability, protocol ClockedMajority s,r correctly identified the majority for all interactions t = Ω (n log n · log s (n/α)). It uses Θ (s · r + log log n) states per node.
Theorem 6 does not imply that ClockedMajority s,r converges or even stabilizes. In fact, it might not correctly identify the majority (such that the stabilization time is infinite). However, Sections 5 and 6 extend the idea of ClockedMajority s,r in order to derive results for stabilization and convergence. The proof of Theorem 6 is given in Appendix D.
We will now describe the state space and transition function for ClockedMajority s,r . A formal description of the transition function in form of pseudocode is also given in Algorithm 1.
State Space. The state of a node u consists of the states required for the PhaseClock r protocol (cf. Section 3.2) and a load value load u . The load value load u represents u's current opinion (sign) and its "magnitude" (absolute value). It is initialized with either +1 or −1, depending on u's initial opinion. The output function maps a node's state to the sign its load value. Thus, the majority guess of a node u is equal to sign(load u ).
To simplify the description of the protocol, we assume that the load values can represent arbitrary integers. In the proof of Theorem 6, we will see that, with high probability, load values will not exceed O (s), allowing us to restrict load u to ±O (s) without changing the protocol outcome.
Transition Function. Consider an interaction between two nodes u (initiator) and v (responder). The nodes' actions can be divided into three parts: load explosion, load balancing, and synchronization. During the load explosion, u uses the phase clock's PCnewRound(·) method to check whether this is its first interaction as an initiator in its current phase clock round. If yes, it multiplies its load by a factor of s. During the load balancing, the nodes use the phase clock's PCsameRound(·) method to check whether they are in the same phase clock round and, if so, perform a simple load balancing step by balancing their respective loads as evenly as possible. During the synchronization, the PhaseClock r protocol is triggered with initiator u and responder v to update the states of u's phase clock. 
Stable Majority with Phase Clocks
In this section, we present and analyse StrongMajority s , a population protocol for majority parameterized by a value s. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7. Consider the majority problem for n nodes with initial absolute bias α ∈ N. Let s ∈ { 2, 3, . . . , n }. Protocol StrongMajority s is exact and stabilizes with high probability in O (n log n · log s (n/α)) interactions. It uses Θ (s · log s n) states per node.
See Appendix E for the proof of Theorem 7. In the following we explain our protocol StrongMajority s , whose formal description is given in form of pseudo code in Algorithm 2.
Consider an interaction between two nodes u (initiator) and v (responder) and let r := log s (5n) . Nodes perform, among others, the actions of ClockedMajority s,r . We say node x finished in interaction t if at least one of the following conditions is true:
It is initiator and reaches a new round in interaction t, and its load value load x (in protocol ClockedMajority s,r ) is larger than 3 at the beginning of interaction t. It is initiator and its phase clock overflowed (the phase counter reached r and thus was reset to 0) at the end of its last interaction as an initiator.
Its interaction partner during interaction t is finished.
A finished node stops performing actions of ClockedMajority s,r . Instead, it sets an error bit if any of the following conditions is true: a) it is not in the same round as its interaction partner 4 ; b) sign(load u ) = sign(load v ); or c) its interaction partner has the error bit set. In addition to this, a backup protocol BackupMajority is run in parallel. We use the 4-state protocol from [17] for this, which stabilizes in O n 2 log n interactions in expectation (which implies a finite stabilization time). The output function maps a node's state to a majority guess as follows: a) If the phase counter of the phase clock is zero or if the error bit is set, the majority guess of the backup protocol is used. b) Otherwise, node u uses sign(load u ) as its majority guess. 
Convergent Majority with Phase Clocks
In this section, we present and analyse WeakMajority s , a population protocol for majority parameterized by a value s. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 8. Consider the majority problem for n nodes with initial absolute bias α > 0. Let s ∈ { 2, 3, . . . , n }. Protocol WeakMajority s is exact and converges with high probability in O (n log n · log s (n/α)) interactions. It uses Θ (s + log log n) states per node.
See Appendix F for the proof of Theorem 9 and for the pseudocode of the transition function of WeakMajority s . As before, we start by explaining the protocol WeakMajority s .
Consider an interaction between two nodes u (initiator) and v (responder). Nodes perform, among others, the actions of BackupMajority and ClockedMajority s,3 . In addition to the states required by the backup protocol on ClockedMajority s,3 , every node x has a constant size counter count x ∈ { 0, . . . , 600 }. We say node x finishes in interaction t if it hits the maximum counter value in interaction t. Observe that once nodes have reached the maximum counter, they no longer update the counter or participate in ClockedMajority s,3 . They, however, respond in interactions like regular nodes.
The idea of WeakMajority s is the following. All nodes always perform the backup protocol in parallel, which is guaranteed to eventually stabilize. In addition, nodes count the number of subsequent interactions with junta nodes. Only after a polynomial number of interactions (which is larger than the time required for the backup protocol to stabilize), the nodes switch to the backup protocol. This hybrid protocol rapidly returns the correct result with high probability, while the backup protocol guarantees that it will eventually output the correct result with probability 1. Once ClockedMajority s,3 has stabilized, every node returns the correct result with high probability and no node changes its output in a subsequent interaction with high probability.
The output function maps a node's state to a majority guess as follows: a) If the phase clock of a node has not yet ticked or if the counter has reached 600, the majority guess of the backup protocol is used. b) Otherwise, node u uses the current output of ClockedMajority s,3 as its majority guess.
Leader Election
This section describes LeaderElection s , a population protocol for leader election parameterized by a value s. We will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 9. Consider the leader election problem for n nodes. Let s ∈ { 2, 3, . . . , n }. Protocol LeaderElection s is exact and stabilizes with high probability in O(n(log n) 2 /log s)
interactions. It uses Θ (max { log log n, s }) states per node.
With s = log log n we get the following corollary, which gives an affirmative answer to the open question from [16] , whether leader election can be done with O (log log n) states in o(n(log n) 2 ) interactions.
Corollary 10. Consider the leader election problem for n nodes. For s = log log n, protocol LeaderElection s is exact and stabilizes with high probability in o(n(log n)
2 ) interactions.
It uses Θ (log log n) states per node.
With the following three exceptions, our protocol is identical to the protocol from [16] . a) Our protocol runs in O (log n/log s) rounds of O (n log n) interactions each. b) We use the phase clock based on FormJuntaExtended. This allows a node v to recycle the junta states. c) We sample and compare log s−log log s bits per round. After the sampling we use one-way epidemics to broadcast the maximum of all sampled (log s − log log s)-bit numbers. If a contender sees a larger number than its own sample, it becomes a Follower.
For further explanation and detail we refer the reader to Appendix G.
A Note on Uniformity
Uniformity in population protocols means that a single algorithm is designed to work for populations of any size. In particular, nodes have no information on the population size n. Protocols where nodes are restricted to a constant number of states are always uniform: nodes cannot even store information about n. But most newer protocols allow for a super-constant number of states and use (upper bounds on) n. In particular, protocols that stop their computation once a counter reaches a value of polylog(n) fall into this category. One of the rare examples for a truly uniform, non-constant state protocol is FormJunta from [16] . This algorithm "just works" and requires, with high probability, O (log log n) states 5 . In contrast, our junta protocol FormJuntaExtended is not uniform, as nodes need to know l * = log log n − 4 in order to mark themselves (cf. Section 3.1). To the best of our knowledge, there is no uniform majority protocol that stabilizes with high probability in n 2−Ω(1) interactions. This is in contrast to leader election, where the protocol from [16] (used with junta created by FormJunta and with phase clock PhaseClock ∞ ) is uniform and stabilizes with high probability in O(n · (log n)
2 ) interactions and uses, with high probability, O (log log n) states. This poses the question whether there exists a uniform majority protocol that stabilizes fast. The following theorem answers this affirmative.
Theorem 11. Consider the majority problem for n nodes with initial absolute bias α ∈ N. Let s ∈ N\{ 1 }. There is a variant UniformMajority s of StrongMajority s which is exact, uniform, and stabilizes with high probability in O n log n · log s (n/α) + min { s, n 2 · log n } interactions. With high probability, it uses O (s · log s (n/α) · log log n) states per node.
See appendix Appendix H for a proof sketch of Theorem 11.
UniformMajority s is identical to StrongMajority s when using the phase clock PhaseClock ∞ (i.e., the phase clock cannot overflow) with FormJunta instead of FormJuntaExtended. Using the original junta instead of ours has the drawback of making it impossible to recycle the O (log log n) junta states, since nodes do not know whey they completed forming the junta (cf. Section 3.2). However, since FormJuntaExtended is inherently non-uniform, this is unavoidable when aiming for a uniform version of StrongMajority s .
There is one more subtle change: the spoiling phenomenon described for FormJunta in Section 3.1 (see also [16] ): Any inactive node with level ≥ 1 is marked until it encounters a node on a higher level. Then it becomes unmarked and spoiled (spoiling any active node encountering it). Between becoming active and being spoiled, such a node basically runs a phase clock "on a lower level" (which might run too fast). Thus, whenever a node becomes spoiled it is also reset: the node resets its phase clock phase to 0 and its load to ±1, depending on its initial opinion (this requires an extra bit to store the initial opinion). Since the clock on the largest level L * spreads via a one-way epidemic (cf. Section 3.2), we can choose the constant phase clock parameter m such that, with high probability, all nodes are running the correct phase clock before the L * -phase clock starts a new round for the first time.
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A Probabilistic Tools
Lemma 12 (Chernoff Bounds). Let n ∈ N and consider a sequence (X i ) i∈ [n] of mutually independent binary random variables. Define X := i∈ [n] 
The following inequalities hold for any δ ≥ 0 and φ ≥ 6µ U :
Let µ := E [X]. We often use the following simplified Chernoff bounds:
and,
where a ≥ 0 is an arbitrary constant and δ := 3a · log(n)/µ. For convenience, we sometimes combine both bounds into
B Auxiliary Protocols: Junta
In this section we prove Lemmas 3 and 4. As mentioned before, our process is a variant of a process from [16] , altered such that we can prove also a lower bound on the maximum level reached by any node (instead of only an upper bound). Note that some of our auxiliary claims -in particular those concerning the upper bound on the maximum level -have been proven in similar form in [16] .
Additional Notation. Recall that, for l ∈ N 0 , B l denotes the number of nodes that reach level at least l before becoming inactive and that L * ∈ N ∪ { ∞ } denotes the maximum level reached by any node. For a constant δ ∈ (0, √ 2 − 1) definê
for l ∈ N. Letξ 0 :=ξ 0 := 1. Note that, by our constraints on δ, both theξ l and thě ξ l are monotonically decreasing in l. Also, for l ∈ N we haveξ l+1 = (1 + δ) ·ξ 2 l anď ξ l+1 = (1 − δ) ·ξ 2 l /4. As usual, all our proofs assume n to be sufficiently large.
Auxiliary Claims. Before we prove Lemma 3, we give some auxiliary claims. The first claim provides upper and lower high probability bounds on B 1 .
Proof. Define a first interaction as an interaction in which at least one of the two involved nodes interacts for the first time. Let the random variable K denote the number of such interactions in which both involved nodes interact for the first time. There are n − 2K remaining first interactions, and in each of those exactly one of the involved nodes interacts for the first time. For each of these we define a binary random variable to be 1 if and only if the node which is interacting for the first time is the initiator. These binary random variables are independent and equal to 1 with probability 1/2. Let X denote the sum of these n − 2K random variables. Note that B 1 = K + X. The random variable K takes values from { 1, 2, . . . , n/2 }. If K = n/2, we have B 1 = K + 0 = n/2. Let us now condition on K = k for a k < n/2 and define
. We distinguish two cases:
With probability at least 1 − 2n
We have δ = o (1) and with probability at least 1 − 2n −b we get
Combining both cases and using the law of total probability to get rid of the conditioning yields Pr
−b , which implies the claim's statement for b = a+1.
The following two claims will be used to prove the upper bound on L * .
Claim 2. For all l ∈ N, ξ ∈ [n −1/3 , 1), and all constants a, δ > 0,
Proof. Fix an l ∈ N and consider a node u that just reached level l. Node u is still active and will either become inactive or proceed to level l + 1 during its next interaction. Let t be u's next interaction. The probability for u to proceed is at most B l /n. This holds for all the B l nodes that eventually reach level at least l. By a straightforward coupling 6 , we get that B l+1 is stochastically dominated by Bin(B l , B l /n). Conditioned on B l ≤ ξ · n we can apply Chernoff (Equation (5)) to get
, implying the claim's statement.
Claim 3. For all l ∈ N and all constants a > 0,
. We apply Markov's inequality to the next 4a levels and get Pr B l+4a ≥ 1
Next, we give an auxiliary claim to be used to prove the lower bound on L * .
Claim 4. For all l ∈ N, ξ ∈ [n −1/2 log n, 1), and all constants a, δ > 0,
Proof. Fix an l ∈ N and consider a node u that just reached level l. Node u is still active and will become either inactive or proceed to level l + 1 during its next interaction. Consider the last B l /2 nodes that try to proceed from level l to level l + 1. For each of them, the probability to proceed to level l + 1 is at least B l /(2n). Another straightforward coupling 7
shows that B l+1 stochastically dominates Bin(B l /2, B l /(2n)). Conditioned on B l ≥ ξ · n we can apply Chernoff (Equation (5)) to get
The last auxiliary claim bounds the time until all nodes become inactive.
Claim 5. For any constant a > 0, with probability at least 1 − n −a all nodes become inactive during the first (6a + 12) · n ln n interactions.
Proof. The probability that a given node does not interact in a given interaction is 1 − 2/n. Thus, the probability that a given node does not interact at all during the first c · n ln n interactions is at most (1 − 2/n) c·n ln n ≤ n −2c for any c > 0. By a union bound, we get that all nodes interacted at least once after the first c · n ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − n −2c+1 . Together with Claim 1 and a union bound, we know that, with probability 1 − 2n −2c+1 , there are at least n/3 nodes in state (0, 0) after c · n ln n interactions. From that point on, the probability for any fixed node to become inactive during a given interaction is at least 1 3n (it is chosen as the initiator of the interaction and its communication partner is one of the n/3 nodes in state (0, 0)). Thus, the probability that any fixed node remains active during the next c · n ln n interactions is at most (1 − 1/(3n)) c·n ln n ≤ n −c/3 . By a union bound, all nodes become inactive during the next c · n ln n interactions with probability at least 1 − n −c/3+1 . Combining, we get that all nodes become inactive within 2c · n ln n interaction with probability at least 1 − 2n −2c+1 − n −c/3+1 ≥ 1 − 3n −c/3+1 . We can make this probability to be at least 1 − n −a by choosing c = 3a + 6.
Proof of Lemmas 3 and 4.
We are finally ready to restate and prove the main results of this section.
Lemma 3. For any constant a > 0, with probability at least 1 −n −a the following properties hold: a) all nodes become inactive within O (n log n) interactions, b) log log n − 4 ≤ L * ≤ log log n + 4 · (a + 1), and c)
Proof. Let δ := 1/10 and recall the definition ofξ l andξ l . For the upper bound on L * , apply Claims 1 and 2, to get that, for any l ∈ N withξ l−1 ≥ n −1/3 and for any constant a > 0,
Note that, sinceξ 0 = 1 and B 0 = n, the conditioning is void for l = 1. Sinceξ l < n −1/3 for l ≥ log log n, we can apply Equation (18) iteratively to see that there is an l ≤ log log n such that Pr B l < n 2/3 ≥ 1 − l · n −a−1 . Together with another application of Claim 2, we get an l ≤ log log n + 1 such that Pr B l < (1 + δ) · n 1/3 ≥ 1 − l · n −a−1 . Combined with Claim 3 we get an l ≤ log log n + 5 + 4a such that Pr [B l = 0] ≥ 1 − l · n −a−1 . For the lower bound on L * , similarly apply Claims 1 and 4 to get that, for any l ∈ N withξ l−1 ≥ n −1/3 and for any constant a > 0,
As above, sinceξ 0 = 1 and B 0 = n, the conditioning is void for l = 1. Sinceξ l ≥ n −1/3 for all l ≤ log log n − 3, we can apply Equation (19) iteratively to see that, for l = log log n − 3, Pr B l > n 2/3 ≥ 1 − l · n −a−1 . We have shown that the upper and lower bounds on L * hold each with probability 1 − O (log log n) · n −a−1 . By Claim 5, all nodes become inactive within O (n log n) interactions with probability at least 1 − n −a−1 . Moreover, by applying Claim 4 with ξ = n −1/2 · log n, the number of nodes that reach level L * is, with probability at least 1 − n −a−1 , at most √ n · log n. Combining all these via a final union bound yields the lemma's statement.
Lemma 4. Let l * := log log n − 4. There is a constant ∈ [0, 1) such that for any constant a > 0 we have
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3, let δ := 1/10 and remember the definition ofξ l . Note that (20)
< n −0.02 .
Define := −0.02 + 1 = 0.98. Analogously the proof of Lemma 3, we have for any l ∈ N withξ l−1 ≥ n −1 and for any constant a > 0
Note that, sinceξ 0 = 1 and B 0 = n, the conditioning is void for l = 1. Sinceξ l < n −1 for l ≥ l * (by Equation (20) and the monotonicity ofξ l ), we can apply Equation (21) iteratively to see that there is an l ≤ l
This implies the lemma's statement.
C Auxiliary Protocols: Phase Clock
The proof of Lemma 5 is a straightforward consequence of the following lemma from [16] .
Lemma 13 ([16, Lemma 3.7] ). For any constant d > 0 there is a constant K > 0 such that the following holds: Let p max denote the maximum and p min the minimum phase counter after an interaction t ∈ N. Assume p max − p min ≤ 2K. With high probability, there is a t > t + d · n log n such that: a) t is the first interaction after which the maximum phase counter is p max + K. b) After interaction t , all nodes have a phase counter value of at least p max .
With this, we are ready to restate and prove Lemma 5.
D Simple Majority with Phase Clocks
This appendix restates and proves the following theorem:
Proof. Recall the definition of a round from phase clocks (Section 3.2), in particular R Start (i) (start of round i) and R End (i) (end of round i). Also recall that Lemma 5 provides us with bounds on the minimal and maximal time all nodes spend together in a round.
Define i * := log s (3n/α) and let K be the first round for which nodes either all have a positive or all have a negative sign when they enter round K. Let load u (i) be the load of node u at the beginning of its first interaction in round i and define Φ i := | u∈ [n] load u (i)| (the bias after i rounds). Note that Φ 0 = α.
By applying Lemma 5 with d 1 equal to the constant c from Lemma 2 and using a union bound over the first i * rounds, we see that, with high probability: a) whenever two nodes balance during the first i * rounds, they are in the same round; b) at the end of any of the first i * rounds, the discrepancy between the load values is at most 2; c) at the start of each round i ∈ [min { i * , K } − 1], each node has a load value in { −2, −1, 0, 1, 2 }; d) for any round i ∈ [i * ], we have Φ i = α · s i , as no load was lost (it merely canceled) and any node increases its absolute load value from 1 to s at the beginning of each round. In particular,
log s (3n/α) = 3n. But then, there must be at least one node with load at least 3 (at most −3) and, since the discrepancy is at most 2, all other nodes have load at least 1 (at most −1). It follows that all nodes have, with high probability, the correct sign after i * rounds (and this cannot change subsequently as load values cannot cancel any longer). Thus, with high probability, K ≤ i * . The runtime bound stated in the theorem follows since, by Lemma 5, with high probability any round takes d 2 · n log n = O (n log n) interactions. The bound on the number of required states follows from the above, since, with high probability, no node increases its load value beyond 2s in absolute value during any of the interactions t ∈ min { i * , K }. Thus, we can simply cap the load values at 2s and, with high probability, the protocol outcome will not change. Since the PhaseClock r requires, in addition to the Θ (log log n) recyclable states, Θ (r) states, the total number of states required by ClockedMajority s,r is Θ (s · r + log log n).
E Stable Majority with Phase Clocks
Proof. Consider the stabilization time T ST of StrongMajority s . We have to show that T ST < ∞ with probability 1 and that, with high probability, T ST = O (n log n · log s (n/α)).
We first consider the case that FormJuntaExtended (which is used to generate the marked nodes for the phase clock) marked no node. By Lemma 3, this happens with negligible probability, so it is sufficient to show that T ST < ∞. For this, note that if no node is marked, no node will increase its phase counter beyond zero. Thus, the majority guess of StrongMajority s is the majority guess of the backup protocol. Since the stabilization time of BackupMajority is finite, so is T ST in this case.
We now consider the case that FormJuntaExtended marked at least one node. This implies that all nodes finish with probability 1 (no later than when their phase counters overflow). For a node u let L Fin (u) denote its load at the beginning of the interaction during which it finished. If some node sets its error bit, with probability 1 all nodes will eventually set their error bit. But then, as above, StrongMajority s uses the majority guess of BackupMajority, which implies T ST < ∞. Otherwise, if no node sets its error bit, the following two properties hold for any two nodes u and v: PCdifferentRound(u, v) = false and sign(L Fin (u)) = sign(L Fin (v)). Since nodes finish immediately after their phase counters overflows, with probability 1, PCdifferentRound(u, v) correctly returns whether u and v are in different rounds 8 . For the same reason, with probability 1 all load balancing steps are performed between nodes in the same round.
So we know that all nodes were in the same round i ≤ r, agreed on their sign just before they turned finished, and all balancing operations were between nodes of the same round. For Φ i as defined in the proof of Theorem 6 (the bias after i rounds), this implies Φ i = α · s i , which in turn means that all nodes agree on the correct majority and, thus, T ST < ∞. It remains to show that, with high probability, T ST = O (n log n · log s (n/α)). This follows completely analogously to the proof of Theorem 6, but with i * = log s (5n/α) . Indeed, the same argumentation yields that, with high probability, in each of the at most r = log s (5n) rounds all nodes stay together, balance out to a discrepancy of at most two, and that each round takes at most O (n log n) interactions. The choice i * = log s (5n/α) guarantees that Φ i = α · s r ≥ 5n, ensuring that all nodes have an absolute load of at least 3 and, thus, finish until round i * . It remains to bound the number of states required per node. We need 4 states for BackupMajority, 2 states for the bit finished u , 2 states for the bit error u , and Θ (s · r) = Θ (log s (n)) states for ClockedMajority s,r , yielding the desired bound.
F Convergent Majority with Phase Clocks
This appendix gives the pseudocode for the transition function of WeakMajority s (see Algorithm 3) as well as restates and proves the following theorem:
Theorem 8. Consider the majority problem for n nodes with initial absolute bias α > 0. Let s ∈ { 2, 3, . . . , n }. Protocol WeakMajority s is exact and converges with high probability in O (n log n · log s (n/α)) interactions. It uses Θ (s + log log n) states per node. Proof. We consider the following three disjoint events. Let E 0 be the event that the junta remains empty, E 1 be the event that 1 to n 0.99 nodes form a designated junta, and E 2 be the event that more than n 0.99 nodes belong to the junta. We first show that in all three events the protocol eventually returns the correct result.
Case 1: E 0 . Since no junta exists, the phase clocks do not tick. Therefore, the protocol will indefinitely output the result from the backup protocol, which stabilizes after n 2 log n interactions.
Case 2: E 1 ∨ E 2 . Let t junta be the first time step when at least one node belongs to the junta. At any time step t ≥ t junta + 600, there exists a polynomial probability for any node v that v interacts with a junta node 600 times in a row. Therefore, in expectation every node will increment its counter to 600 after a (large) polynomial number of interactions. Once all nodes have counter value 600, they will again indefinitely output the result from the backup protocol, which stabilizes after n 2 log n interactions. Together, these two cases yield the claim that WeakMajority s stabilizes. We now consider the event E 1 . By assumption, the probability that a node samples a junta node is at most n 0.99 /n. Therefore, the probability that a node samples a junta node 600 times in a row is at most n −6 . Taking a coarse union bound over the first n 2 log n interactions of any node gives that with probability at least 1 − n −3 no node increments its coin to 600 before it has performed n 2 log n interactions. Observe that at the time when any node has performed n 2 log n interactions the global number of interactions is larger than the time required for the backup protocol to stabilize.
The following now holds. No node reaches counter value 600 before n 2 log n interactions, with high probability, giving all nodes enough time to complete both, ClockedMajority s and BackupMajority. With high probability, ClockedMajority s,3 gives the correct answer after O (n log(n/α) · log s n) interactions, while BackupMajority stabilizes in O n 2 log n interactions. If ClockedMajority s does not introduce an error and stabilizes in time, and if no node prematurely counts to 600, all nodes give the correct output after O (n log(n/α) · log s n) interactions, with high probability, do not switch to the backup protocol before the backup protocol has stabilized, with high probability, thus do not change their output O (n log(n/α) · log s n) interactions, with high probability, and eventually stabilize, with probability 1.
It remains to analyze the state space size. We observe that the junta creation process requires O (log log n) states, which, however, can be recycled. ClockedMajority s,3 requires O (s) states. Together, this implies the theorem.
G Leader Election

G.1 Protocol Description
With three exceptions, the protocol is identical to the protocol from [16] . We first sketch the protocol from [16] and then we describe the necessary changes.
In the original protocol from [16] , each node starts in a protocol to form a junta. As soon as a node has concluded the junta protocol, it starts the leader election. The leader election runs in O (log n) rounds of O (n log n) interactions each, synchronized by the phase clock. At the beginning of each round, junta nodes sample one random bit. This bit is then sent to all other nodes via one-way epidemic. Junta nodes which have sampled 0 but observe a 1 in the broadcast, meaning that another leader contender exists which has sampled 1, set their state to Follower.
Our Modifications.
Our protocol runs in O (log n/log s) rounds of O (n log n) interactions each. We use the phase clock based on FormJuntaExtended. This allows a node v to recycle the states used by FormJuntaExtended, once one of the following two conditions occur: v has entered the junta, or v's phase clock has ticked at least once. Both conditions ensure the presence of a junta of size at least 1 on a global level, allowing each node to safely leave the FormJuntaExtended process without storing its junta level l. Only when nodes have left the junta protocol, they start with the main algorithm. We sample more than one random bit in each round to determine which nodes remain possible leaders and which ones do not. We do not only sample and compare one bit per round, but log s − log log s bits. After the sampling we use one-way epidemics to broadcast the maximum of all sampled (log s − log log s)-bit numbers. If a contender sees a larger number than its own sample, it becomes a Follower.
Our protocol samples O (log n/log s) blocks (one per round) of bit strings strings of length log s − log log s each and compares them block-wise. In each round only those nodes who sampled the largest bit string remain leader contenders. In Lemma 14 we will see that this can be be regarded as comparing long bit stings of length O (log n) with each other. The node that sampled the largest of these long bit strings will be the final leader, since a bit string of logarithmic length suffices to determine a unique leader with high probability. Note that when talking about the value of a bit string or comparing bit strings we always refer to the number encoded by this bit string in binary representation.
Observe that the protocol in [16] , as well as our modification, can be attributed to a class of comparison based leader election protocols. In that class, each node has a random virtual coin (the long bit string). The node with the largest virtual coin wins the leader election. In contrast to comparison based protocols, the protocols from [1, 12] could be attributed to a class of tournament based leader election protocols, where leader contenders do not sample random bits but rather successively increment their coin values.
In the following we describe in detail how the sampling is done.
Sampling Θ (log s) Random Bits. As soon as a junta is present, we recycle the states required to form the junta and use the total number of s states available at each node for the
G.2 Stability
The protocol described above always elects one leader with high probability. However, in order to devise a protocol that stabilizes, we need to apply some further modifications which will be described in the following.
Some of these modifications have been previously described in [16] . There, a hybrid protocol is constructed by combining the leader election protocol with a backup protocol. They use a so-called outer phase clock that ticks once after O n(log n) 2 interactions. Crucial to their approach is that their phase clocks, both ordinary and outer, tick if and only if at least one leader contender is present. If all leader contenders were lost before the outer phase clock has ticked, the ordinary phase clock and the outer phase clock cease to tick. Initially, all nodes output the result from the backup protocol. As soon as the outer phase clock ticks, all nodes stabilize override the backup protocol with the result from the fast protocol. (If more than one leader remains, upon a direct interaction of two leaders, one of them is eliminated.) Similar to [16] , all nodes run the two-state backup protocol from [14] in parallel as a backup protocol. This protocol stabilizes with high probability in O n 2 log n interactions such that only one leader contender is left.
Decelerated Phase Clock. We pick up the idea from [16] and run an additional phase clock which we call decelerated phase clock. This decelerated phase clock is slowed down such that it runs through zero when a node has performed Θ log 2 n/log s interactions. This is achieved based on the following idea.
Each node starts the protocol in a marking phase, with the goal that n · log s/log n nodes mark themselves upon conclusion of the marking phase. We use the same idea and analysis as in [12] . By simply adapting the number of marking trials to log log n − log log s, the resulting number of marked nodes is, with high probability, in Θ (n · log s/log n). The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2 from [12] .
We use the marked nodes in the following way to artificially slow down the decelerated phase clock. The nodes alternate between proper interaction steps and steps in which they perform an operation on the decelerated phase clock. Whenever a node interacts with a marked node, it will, in its next step, update the decelerated phase clock. This has the effect of decoupling marked nodes from the clock itself, and gives independence between initiating an interaction with a marked node and the operations on the clock. This results in an execution of the phase clock protocol that is slowed down by a factor of log n/log s as stated in the following observation.
Observation 15. With high probability, the decelerated phase clock ticks for the first time after Θ n(log n) 2 /log s interactions.
Proof. Let X β (t) be the number of operations performed on the decelerated phase clock in the first t interactions when a fraction of β nodes is marked. For polynomial t and β = log s/log n we have X β (t) = Θ (t · log s/log n), with high probability. Observe that X β (t) has binomial distribution Bin(t, β) and thus E X β (c · n · (log n) 2 /log s) = c · n log n where c is a constant. The concentration follows from Chernoff bounds, using the independence between sampling a marked node and the operations on the decelerated phase clock. The observation follows by combining this bound on X β (t) with Lemma 5 for the phase clocks.
act, uniform, and stabilizes with high probability in O n log n · log s (n/α) + min { s, n 2 · log n } interactions. With high probability, it uses O (s · log s (n/α) · log log n) states per node.
Proof. Replacing the phase clock's junta algorithm FormJuntaExtended by FormJunta maintains the same runtime guarantees (Lemma 5 still holds) but increases the required number of states by a factor of Θ (log log n) (we can no longer recycle the junta states). Also, since we use the phase clock PhaseClock r with parameter r = ∞, it never overflows, voiding the corresponding finishing condition in Algorithm 2. However, it also guarantees that the phase clock function call PCdifferentRound (u, v) gives always the correct result with probability 1 (cf. Section 3.2).
In contrast to our FormJuntaExtended protocol, FormJunta always results in at least one marked node [16, Lemma 4.1], ensuring that each node keeps increasing its phase as long as it is not finished.
We now show that, eventually, all nodes finish with probability 1. Since the finish bit finished u of a node u spreads via a one-way epidemic, by Lemma 1 it is sufficient to show that one nodes finishes. To see this, assume no node finishes. Then all nodes reach any round i ∈ N. Since load balancing is guaranteed to be done only between nodes in the same round, for any such i we have Φ i = α · s i , where Φ i is defined as in the proof of Theorem 6 (the bias after i rounds). Choosing i * = log s (3n/α) guarantees that there is at least one node with absolute ≥ 3 at the beginning of round i * + 1. This node will become finished. For a node u let L Fin (u) denote its load at the beginning of the interaction during which it finishes. As in the proof of Theorem 7, we get that if at least one node sets its error bit, we must have T ST < ∞ (the error spreads via a one-way epidemic and nodes switch to the backup protocol). If no node sets its error bit, by the conditions for setting the error bit in Algorithm 2, all nodes are in same round when they finish and have the same sign. The invariant Φ i = α · s i guarantees that this sign is the initial majority. Thus, also here T ST < ∞.
It remains to show T ST = O n log n · log s (n/α) + min { s, n 2 · log n } with high probability. Consider first the case s = O n 2 · log n . In this case, the load balancing time when started with discrepancy O (s) is, with high probability, O (n log n) (cf. Lemma 2). Thus, by Lemma 5, we can choose the constant parameter m of the phase clock parameter such that, with high probability, all nodes balance out to a discrepancy of at most two during any of the first i * = log s (5n/α) . As before (cf. proof of Theorem 7), this implies that all nodes have agreed on the correct majority opinion after i * rounds and have finished. Thus, T ST = O (n log n · log s (n/α)) in this case.
Consider now the case s = Ω n 2 · log n . Nodes might not be able to balance out quickly enough, such that they will have too much load at the beginning of the next round and become finished. If no error bit is set, the nodes have the correct output, as argued above. In the (not unlikely) case that an error bit is set (this is likely to happen in the first round, when nodes still have different signs), the backup protocol guarantees stabilization with high probability in O n 2 · log n interactions. Together, both cases yield the desired bound on the stabilization time. For the high probability bound on the number of states required per node: We need 4 states for BackupMajority, 2 states for the bit finished u and 2 states for the bit error u . The phase clock needs, with high probability, Θ (1) · O (log log n) states (for the junta generation). Since we saw above that, with high probability, all nodes finish after O (log s (n/α)) rounds, no phase clock counted beyond O (log s (n/α)). Together, with the Θ (s) states needed for the load values, this yields the desired bound.
